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PATCH MANAGEMENT

Ask many IT Managers what Patch Management is about and they'll respond that it is mostly the deployment of Service Packs and patches required to keep worms and viruses at bay. As IT infrastructure becomes more complex and businesses demand reduced downtime; coupled with the increasing anxiety around governance and regulatory compliance, e.g. Sarbanes-Oxley and HIPAA; IT Managers are required to gain greater and sustained control of their IT assets. To ensure these challenges can be met, IT Managers are increasingly endeavouring to ensure that the configuration of their infrastructure is consistent and secure. This is not limited to server operating systems and applications, but includes enterprise business applications; remote workers; desktop operating systems and office applications. With the rapid development of these and the decreasing “time to exploit” of recent worms and viruses, IT Managers are under mounting pressure to safeguard the confidentiality, integrity and availability of their infrastructures. This has ensured that Patch Management has a greater priority than ever before.

Patch Management, like any other IT service, requires people, process and technology. The marketplace contains a plethora of automated software tools to manage and control patch deployments; but how can we ensure that these tools are executed appropriately by skilled, technical staff? Robust, dependable and repeatable processes, that's how!

PATCH MANAGEMENT PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

Many IT Managers have looked to best practice frameworks, such as ITIL and MOF to provide guidance in the development and execution of their Patch Management processes. Numerous organisations base their patch management process exclusively on change, configuration and release management. The benefit of this approach will help to ensure that the patch is deployed using standardised methods in order that the impact of any patch related incidents are minimised, and will also ensure that the IT infrastructure affected can be identified, controlled, maintained and verified whilst all aspects of the patch both technical and non-technical, are considered together. Whilst all of this is helpful, it still leaves many vital questions unanswered.

TYPICAL PATCH MANAGEMENT PROCESS

We may have implemented what, at first glance, appears to be an efficient process, but how do we identify what the unanswered questions are; why are they important and how do we answer them?
To determine what those unanswered questions are, we need to examine the Patch Management strategy. If the strategy deals only with controlling patch deployments, then it is likely that there are few unanswered questions. But consider this: would the business and its stakeholders be satisfied with a well deployed patch that created service vulnerabilities? Absolutely not. Protecting the current environments is of equal importance to successfully deploying patches. This suggests that the scope of the strategy need to be broadened to include the protection of the existing test and production environments.

Whilst it is generally accepted that any new software update, including patches need to be assessed; identified; evaluated and planned; and deployed, how can we ensure that all aspects of the service, technical and non-technical, that the patch supports are considered? How do we identify the required patches? What criteria are patches assessed against and how are they prioritised? What standards exist to manage the building, testing and implementing of patches? How will patches be decomposed prior to re-building? Where will they be tested? How will they be deployed and installed? Where will the configured patch be stored and how will it be stored? How will we assess the business impact? How will we recover from unsuccessful patches? How are standard builds updated to include deployed patches?

All of these questions and many more can be identified and answered by mapping an organisation’s Patch Management process to ITIL.
Mapping an organisation’s patch management requirements to best practice service management will ensure that all aspects of service management are considered in the development of the patch management process.

Through this sort of mapping exercise it is possible to identify the activities that ensure that the patch is deployed properly and the production environment is protected.
ENHANCED PATCH MANAGEMENT
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

To assist in the identification of the questions that you need to answer, consider the objectives of the service management processes against the backdrop of patch management. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT Service Continuity Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How will we fulfil our mandatory and/or regulatory requirements in the event of a service failure caused by a failed patch deployment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How will we manage business disruption during an incident caused by a failed patch deployment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the event of service outage as a result of a failed patch deployment, how will we recover services efficiently in business priority order?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have we updated our Continuity plans to reflect recent patch deployments?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is only when you have considered all of these issues that you can begin to develop an enhanced patch management service that will ensure that your patches are deployed successfully whilst also protecting your test and production environments.
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